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ASSAD EMAILS LEAKED

INSIDE APPLE FACTORIES

After looking through Syrian 
dictator Bashar al-Assad’s email 
cache and finding so much evidence 
of  his humanity, the world has 
decided he is not so bad. 

The United Nations Special Envoy 
to Syria Jan Milosevich has decided 
to reverse its bid for sanctions. “He 
has to deal with preachy, unsolicited 
advice from his father-in-law.  He’s 
struggling to be his own man and 
balance family and work. He’s an 
everyman; who doesn’t have to go 
through that struggle?”

United States Ambassador to Syria Robert Ford has stated that it will be reopening the US 
embassy in Syria away from areas of  revolt. “Managing an uprising is tough, managing an 
uprising when your wife is nagging you to pick up a copy of  Harry Potter Deathly Hallows 
part 2 on your way to defend the torture of  your own citizens is a nightmare.”

The French Ambassador Eric Chevallier had this to say, “You know, France used to have 
Syria after the days of  L’Ottoman and now look! Monsieur Assad is embracing la vie en 
rose! I mean, we all have occasional emails from naive women that ‘can’t imagine a life 
without you.’ Ah, to be out of  the public sphere...”

The emails contained advice from several sources outside Syria, a robust correspondence 
from his wife discussing purchases and affectionate emails from three different women. 
Also found in the cache is an unexplained photograph of  an unidentified woman in lingerie. 

Upon seeing the woman in lingerie, former Prime Minister of  Italy Silvio Berlusconi simply 
stated, “Hmm, sette su dieci.” 
 
Kim Kardashian gave high praise of  the dictator’s wife Asma Assad. “She’s really using 
social media and she looks fabulous like, everyday. We both have to deal with imposter 
twitter feeds and haters. For example everyone knows that I don’t have a daughter named 
Kluga and if  I did she’d be swagged out. At least she’s not going through divorce! So much 
drama in my life!!!”

by EC

PATRON SAINT HOLIDAYS
St. Patrick is not the only saint who deserves an intoxicated holiday dedicated to him.  Here is a list of  
other saints who equally require holidays to celebrate the stereotypes surrounding countries, as well as giv-
ing people everywhere an excuse to dye their beer different colors.
 
-Saint Nicholas of  Greece: Holiday mainly consists of  drinking Ouzo and eating 
baklava.  Other activities include watching My Big Fat Greek Wedding, growing out chest 
and arm hair, praying to Zeus, making yogurt, and slicking back hair with smelly oils. 
Also baby blue must also be worn at all times, or else you’ll be punished by having to eat 
another leg of  lamb.
- Saint Stephen of  Serbia: To celebrate all things Serbian!  Drink lots of  rakia and slivo-
vitz (my personal favorite) and protest outside Bosnian embassy.  Other Serbian activities 
include playing soccer sometimes, drinking sodas, and chatting with friends.  Wear lots of  
yellow and red, if  you don’t you will be glared at profusely.
- Saint Vladimir of  Russia: Drink vodka and wear furry hats.  Dance using only your 
legs.  Ride shirtless on horse along beach.  Write down any behavior someone does that 
is vaguely American, saying that it will prove very interesting to your employers at home.  
Prepare to fight Rocky and lose.  Colors are not allowed to be worn, the last person to do 
so was never seen again.
- Saint Francis of  Italy: Drink all alcohol of  all kinds until you pass out or end up 
incarcerated somewhere in New Jersey.  Activities require visiting the gym, tanning salon, 
and laundromat, in sequential order, however it is not explicitly stated what must be done 
while there.  Other traditions include eating large portions of  lasagna, visiting and request-
ing services from your neighborhood godfather, and listening to Euro-dance music.  Must 
wear rhinestones and rosaries at all times, failure to comply results in a fist-pump to the 
face.
- Saint Dominic of  the Dominican Republic: Insist on drinking cerveza, because it 
is different from beer.  If  they serve you beer, send it back and say that you specifically 
asked for cerveza.  Dance merengue constantly make Haiti jokes to assert your superior-
ity and imminent differences even though you share the same island with them.  Indulge 
in your local prostitutes because prostitution is legal in the Dominican Republic.  Colors 
include red and green, and also any other bright color.  

The Pamphlette decided to write an expose of  Apple’s factory 
conditions in Asia this week, however, due to the sensitive nature of  
the topic the Reed Alumni association demanded to vet the article 
before it ran and made some subtle changes.  Here is our expose, with 
some helpful edits:
 For years Since Reed alum Steve Jobs was 
replaced as CEO by Tim Cook who for the record went to 
Auburn University, Apple has been dogged by allegations 
that, belying their progressive image, Apple products are 
made in factories with deplorable working conditions by 
overworked and underpaid labor. 
 After researching Apple factories on the 
Internet using a beautiful Macintosh computer that would 
not exist without the stimulating effect the unique learning 
environment at Reed had upon Steve Jobs, The Pamphlette 
can confirm that the situation in Apple factories is truly 
fucked up and horrifying compared to other factories 
really not that bad.  Workers work 18 hour days in unsafe 
conditions get 10% off  on any music purchases made 
through iTunes! And they live in dormitories that are 
overcrowded and unhygienic have free WiFi!  
 We also found out that the suicide rate at these 

factories was staggeringly high consistent with national 
averages.  One worker, interviewed after his suicide attempt 
had failed said “I just felt like there was no hope anymore.  
My fingers bleed, my eyes sting, I make 30 cents an hour 

and when I made mistakes my boss whipped me with 
earbud headphones.  I tried to kill myself  because I just 
wanted to meet Steve Jobs in heaven and ask him about 
his Renn Fayre experiences.”  
 Knowing what we now know about how Apple 
products are made makes it harder to look at them in the 
same way.  Now when we listen to music on our iPods, 
we can’t help but feel guilty that three people probably 
died making something we use to listen to Lady Gaga 
proud that Steve Jobs went to Reed.  It motivates us to 
demand accountability from American companies like 
Apple that make products overseas donate money to the 
new performing arts center.  Because we know that if  we 
don’t do something more innocent Chinese people will 
plummet to their deaths promising prospective students 
will choose to go to Swarthmore instead.  
 The Chinese factories where iPhones are made 

are Reed is a terrible great place, but we know that if  we 
pull together and start a boycott and angry letter-writing 
campaign pledge drive, things will get better.  To reiterate: 
workers everywhere deserve human rights Steve Jobs is 
awesome, Reed is awesome, and Reed made Steve Jobs.  

by JB

WHAT I DID OVER SPRING BREAK
- Go home
- Take my ex-girlfriend’s photo off  of  
the family refrigerator and return it to my 
brokenhearted mother
- Go to sleep
- Wake up to discover another photo of  
my ex-girlfriend on the family refrigerator
- Remove and shred said photo from the 
refrigerator
- Take a nap
- Wake up to find yet another, larger 
photo-collage of  my ex-girlfriend on the 
family refrigerator
- Attempt to remove said photo from the 
family refrigerator
- Become puzzled at my inability to 
remove said photo from the family 
refrigerator
- Purchase superglue removal gel from a 
hardware store
- Remove and torch said photo collage 
poster of  my ex-girlfriend from the family 
refrigerator
- Explain to my weeping mother that 
I broke up with my ex-girlfriend four 

months ago, and that it is starting to get 
creepy that she seems to be taking the 
break-up the hardest
- Fly back to Reed
- Unpack my luggage
- Throw out a photo of  my ex-girlfriend 
and me at prom that my mother had 
slipped into my carry-on before I left
- Sigh
- Laugh
- Make poor decisions to celebrate my 
Irish heritage

by BB

A complicated man The Best Person Ever!!!

How can you revolt against those faces?

by SH

GUILTY PLEASURE LAUGHS

by HJ

Things I should Feel Worse for Laughing About

1.) The fact that my sister’s boyfriend found a tick on his penis after the two of  them went 
camping together.

2.) The hick I saw in the St. Louis airport, wearing a Bud Light football jersey and drawling 
on his cell phone about titty bars. 

3.) The heated argument between Bad-Perm-Man and Midlife-Crisis-Leather-Jacket-Man 
on the airplane.

4.) The family kitten falling off  a tall ledge.

5.) That time I found pieces of, like, 4 different weaves on a pool deck/in the water. Also, 
that one complete perfumed wig that I found and thought about keeping but didn’t.

6.) The fact that my friend found her rat running loose in her dorm room, surrounded by a 
shit ton of--well--shit, after letting an unnamed irresponsible person rat-sit over break.


